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A galvanic cell, named after LUIGI GALVANI, is an electrochemical 

cell that derives electrical energy from chemical reactions taking place 

within cell. It generally consists of two different metals connected by a 

salt bridge, or individual half-cells seperated by a porous membrane. It 

is sometime called a "VOLTAIC CELL", after Alessandro Volta, 

inventor of the voltaic pile, the first electrical battery. In common usage, 

the word "battery" has come to includea single galvanic cell, but a 

battery properly consists of multiple cells. 

 

 

 

Ingredients 

● A ZINC electrodes and A COPPER electrodes. 

● Seperate Solution of ZINC SULPHSATE and COPPER 

SULPHATE. 

● Two Beakers with non-conducting walls. 

● A SALT BRIDGE, e.g KNO3 , KCL , NaCL (ionic compounds). 

● A VOLTMETER. and connecting wires. 

 

 

Put these solutions in the seperate beakers, one is filled with ZINC 

SULPHATE Solution and other is  with COPPER SULPHATE 

Solution. Put Copper electrode in the cooper sulphate and Zinc 

electrode in the Zinc sulphate solution. Both electrodes are connecting 

with VOLTMETER by the connecting wires. One end of SALT 



 

 

BRIDGE is in the Zinc Sulphate Solution and the other is in the Copper 

Sulphate Solution. By this the cell is in the Working. 

NOTE...... 

1. Electrode on which oxidation occurs is called ANODE (-ve pole). 

2. Electrode on which reduction occurs is called CATHODE (+ve 

pole). 

3. Electrons flow from anode to cathode in the external circuit. 

 

Inner circuit is completed by the flow of ions through the salt bridge. 

HISTORY 

Luigi Galvani discovered that when two different metals (coper or zinc 

for example) were connected together and then both touched to different 

parts of a nerve of a frog leg at the same time, they made the leg 

contract. He called this "animal electricity". The voltaic pile invented by 

Alessandro Volta in the 1800s is similar to the galvanic cell. These 

discoveries paved the way for electrical batteries. 

DESCRIPTION   

 

A Galvanic cell consists of two half-cells. In its simplest form, each 

half-cell consists of a metal and a solution of a salt of a metal. The salt 

solution contain a cation of metal and an anion to balance the chargae 

on cation. In essence the half-cell contains the metal in two oxidation 

states and the chemical reaction in the half-cell is an oxidation-



 

 

reduction(REDOX)reaction, written symbolically in reduction direction 

as 

Mn+(oxidized species)+ n e-   M (reduced species) 

In a galvanic cell one metal is able to reduce the cation of other and, 

conversaly the other cation can be oxidize the first metal. The two half-

cells must be physically separated so that the solution do not mix 

together. A salt bridge or porous plate is used to seperate the two 

solution  Porous plates are used to seperate the two solutions. 

The number  of electron transferred in both directions must be the same, 

so the two half-cells are combined to give the whole-cell 

electrochemical reaction. For two metals A and B: 

An+ + ne- ------A 

Bm+ + me- ------B 

mA + nBm+ ----nB + mAn+ 

This is not the whole story as anion must also be transferred from one 

half cell to other. When a metal in one half-cell is oxidised, anion must 

be transferred into the half-cell to balance the electrical charge of the 

cation produced. The anions are released from the other half-cell where 

a cation s reduced to the metallic state. Thus, the salt bridge or porous 

membrane serves both to keep the solution apart and to allow the flow 

of anions in the direction opposite to the flow of electrons in the wire 

connecting the electrodes. 



 

 

The voltage of the Galvanic cell is the sum of the voltage s of the two 

half-cell. It is measured by connecting a voltmeter to the two electrodes. 

The voltmetre has very high resistance, so the current flow is effectively 

negligible. When a device such as an electric motor is attached to the 

electrodes, a current flows and redox reactions occur in  both half-side. 

This will continue until the concentration of the cations that are being 

reduced goes to zero. 

For the Daneil cell, depicted in the figure, the two metals zinc and 

copper and the two salts are sulphates of respective metals. Zinc is the 

more reducing metal so when a device is connected to the electrodes, 

the electrochemical reaction is: 

Zn + Cu+2  ------------>  Zn2+ + Cu 

The zinc electrode is dissolved and copper is deposited on the copper 

electrode. By defination, the cathode is the electrode where 

reduction(gain of electrons) takes place, so the copper electrode is the 

cathode. The cathode attracts cations, so has a negative charge. In this 

case copper is the cathode and zinc is the anode. 

GALVANIC CELL are typically used as a source of electrical power. 

By their nature they produce direct current. For e.g. A lead-acid battery 

contains a number of  galvanic cells. The two electrodes are effectively 

lead and lead oxide. 

 

This is an introduction to oxidation-reduction reactions, also known as 

redox reactions. Learn what redox reactions are, get examples of 



 

 

oxidation-reduction reactions, and find out why redox reactions are 

important.  

What Is an Oxidation-Reduction or Redox Reaction? 

Any chemical reaction in which the oxidation numbers (oxidation 

states) of the atoms are changed is an oxidation-reduction reaction. 

Such reactions are also known as redox reactions, which is shorthand 

for reduction-oxidation reactions.  

 

 

Oxidation and Reduction 

Oxidation involves an increase in oxidation number, while reduction 

involves a decrease in oxidation number. Usually the change in 

oxidation number is associated with a gain or loss of electrons, but there 

are some redox reactions (e.g., covalent bonding) that do not involve 

electron transfer. Depending on the chemical reaction, oxidation and 

reduction may involve any of the following for a given atom, ion, or 

molecule:  

Oxidation - involves the loss of electrons or hydrogen OR gain of 

oxygen OR increase in oxidation state  



 

 

Reduction - involves the gain of electrons or hydrogen OR loss of 

oxygen OR decrease in oxidation state  

Example of an Oxidation Reduction Reaction 

The reaction between hydrogen and fluorine is an example of an 

oxidation-reduction reaction:  

H2 + F2 → 2 HF  

The overall reaction may be written as two half-reactions:  

H2 → 2 H+ + 2 e− (the oxidation reaction)  

F2 + 2 e− → 2 F− (the reduction reaction)  

There is no net change in charge in a redox reaction so the excess 

electrons in the oxidation reaction must equal the number of electrons 

consumed by the reduction reaction. The ions combine to form 

hydrogen fluoride:  

H2 + F2 → 2 H+ + 2 F− → 2 HF  

Importance of Redox Reactions 

Oxidation-reduction reactions are vital for biochemical reactions and 

industrial processes. The electron transfer system in cells and oxidation 

of glucose in the human body are examples of redox reactions. Redox 

reactions are used to reduce ores to obtain metals, to produce 

electrochemical cells, to convert ammonia into nitric acid for fertilizers, 

and to coat compact discs.  

 



 

 

CELL  VOLTAGE 

The standard electrical potential of a cell can be determined by use of a 

standard potential table for the two half cells involved. The first step is 

to identify the two metals reacting in the cell. Then one looks up the 

standard electrode potential.Eo, in volts, for each of the two half 

reaction. The standard potential for the cell is equal to the more positive 

E0 value minus the more negative E0 value. 

For e.g. in the figure above the solution are CuSO4 and ZnSO4. Each 

solution has a corresponding metal strip in it, add a salt bridge or porous 

disk connecting the two solutions and allowing SO42- ions to flow 

freely between  the copper and zinc solution. In order to calculate the 

standard potential one looks up copper and zinc's half reaction and 

finds: 

Cu2+  +  2e-  ------ Cu : E0 = +0.34V 

Zn2+  +  2e-  ------ Zn : E0 = -0.76V 

Thus the overall reaction is: 

Cu2+  +  Zn -------  Cu  +  Zn2+ 

The standard potential for the reaction is +0.34V - (-0.76V)= 1.10V.  

The polarity of the cell is determined as follows. Zinc metal is more 

strongly reducing than copper metal as shown by the fact that the 

standard (reduction) potential for zinc is more negative than that of 

copper. Thus, zinc metal will lose electrons to copper ions and develops 

a positive electrical charge. The equilibrium constant, K, for the cell is 

given by 



 

 

K =  n F E0/ R T 

where F is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant and T is the 

temperature in Kelvin. 

Actual half-cell potentials must be calculated by using the NERNST 

equation as the solutes are unlikely to be in their standard states, 

Ehalf-cell  =  E0 - (RT/nF)IneQ 

where Q is the reaction quotient. This simplifies to 

Ehalf-cell  = E0 + 2.303(RT/nF)log10{Mn+} 

where {Mn+} is the activity of the metal ion in solution. The metal 

electrode is in its standard states so by defination has unit activity. In 

practice concentration is used in place of activity. The potential of the 

whole cell is obtained by combining the potentials for the half-cells, so 

it depends on the concentration of both dissolved metal ions. 

The value of 2.303R/F is 0.01845 into 10-3V/K, so at 250c(298.15 K) 

the half-cell potential will charge by 0.05918 V /n if the concentration 

of a metal ion is increase or decrease by a factor of  10 

Ehalf-cell  =  E0 + ( 0.05198V/n)log10 [Mn+] 

These calculations are based on the assumption that all chemical 

reactions are in equilibrium. When a current flows in the circuit,  

equilibrium conditions are not achieved  and the cell potential will 

usually be reduced by various mechanisms, such as the development of 

overpotentials. Also, since chemical reaction occur when the cell is 

producing power, the electrolyte concentrations change and the cell 



 

 

voltage is reduced. A consequence of the temperature dependency of 

standard potentials is that the voltage produced by a galvanic cell is also 

temperature dependent. 

 

NOTATION 

The GALVANIC CELL, as the one shown in the figure, are 

conventionally described using the following notation: 

Zn(s) | ZnSO4(aq) || CuSO4(aq)  | Cu(s) 

(anode)-----------------------------------------------------------(cathode) 

 

An alternate notation for this cell would be: 

Zn(s)  |  Zn+2(aq)  ||  Cu+2(aq)  | Cu(s) 

 

 

 

Where the following applies: 

● (s) denotes solid. 

● (aq) means aqueous solution. 

● The vertical bar, |, denotes a phase boundary. 

 



 

 

The double vertical bar, ||, denotes a liquid junction for which the 

junction potential is near zero, such as a salt bridge. 

 

Some important Features...... 

1. The zinc electrode at which oxidation takes place is called anode. 

The copper electrode at which reduction takes place is called 

cathode. 

2. Since electrons are produced at the zinc electrode, this electrode is 

rich in electrons and pushes the electrons into the external circuite 

and hence it is designated as the negative pole. The other electrode 

, i.e, the copper electrode is in the need of electrons for reduction 

of Cu+2 ions into Cu, i.e., this electrode is deficient in electrons 

and pulls  the electrons from the external circuit, therefore it acts as 

the positive pole. 

3. The electrons moves from the negative pole to positive pole in the 

external circuit. However, conventionally this current is said to 

flow in the opposite direction. 

4. As copper from copper sulphate solution is deposited on the copper 

electrode  and sulphate ion is migrate to the other side, the 

concentration of copper sulphate solution decreases as the cell 

operates. Consequently, the current falls with the passage of time. 

5. Evidently, the weight of copper rod will increases while that  of 

zinc rod will decreases as the cell works. 

6. If  an increasing external opposing potential is applied to the cell, 

the reaction continues to take place in the cell so long as Eexternal 



 

 

is less than Ecell. When Eexternal becomes equal to Ecell, the 

reaction stops and the current becomes zoro. 

 

 

 

 

 


